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THE EXISTENCE THEOREM OF

THE GENERALIZED ANALYTIC

OPERATOR-VALUED FEYNMAN INTEGRAL

Ki Seong Choi, Gye Tak Yang

ABSTRACT. We will investigate conditions of smooth measure 아 for 
which analytic operator-valued Feynman integral associated with 
exist.

1. Introduction

We consider a regular Dirichlet form (昌, 分7) on £2(X, m) where X 
is locally compact separable metric space and m is a positive Radon 
measure on X with Supp[m] = X. S is the family of all smooth 
measures on X, Let M — (Q,사,八) be a Hunt process on X 
which is 772-syninietric and associated with (昌, 甘7). For a given smooth 
measure /』, we denote by Afl the unique positive continuous additive 
functional such that /丄 is the Revuz measure ofLet /』= /서_ — 

be a signed Borel measure on X. If，어_ and 卜_ are smooth measures, 
then we write 甘 三 S — S. For a Borel measure v on X, L2(X7 v) is 
sometimes written 17(v) when the underlying context is clear.

For /z G S' — S’, we put

어Cf, 9〉= 昌Cf, g) + L (dx)
J 乂

for all /,g G JF A £2(|//.| 十 m)(= :J가1}. It can be shown that J가1 is 
dense in L2(m).
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We consider the case where X is the Euclidean space R서 and m is 
a Lebesgue measure on

The Dirichlet forms are defined on subspaces of L2(Rd) (over the 
scalar field R), the space of R -valued, Borel measurable functions on 
R시 which are square integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure m. 
However, it is essential to the Feynman integral that the functions 
be from the space £2(Rrf, C) (over C) of square-integrable, complex
valued functions.

Given ⑵ G Q = (7([0, oo),R지) and 乂 G S — S’, let 7가'(cu) = e“"7나(오). 

Given Z > 0, 씨 三 L2(R허, C) and x G R#, consider the expression 

(A)
(刀(히)位) = E,{e-<(리/))} = I e-서(세(Z))dP，H

where is the set of ⑵ E C([0, oo), Rd) such that w(0) = x and 
Px is the probability measure associated with the Brownian paths in 
R서 which start at x at time 0. The operator-valued function space 
integral Jt(I가1) exists for f > 0 if (A) defines 刀(1기1) as an element 
of £(L2(R서, C)), the space of bounded linear operators on C). 
If Jt(F사) exists for every Z > 0 and, in addition, has an extension as 
a function of t to an analytic operator-valued function on C十 and a 
strongly continuous function on C十 , we say that 刀(2가£) exists for all 
t € C_|_. When t is purely imaginary, Jt(I가1) is called the analytic 
operator-valued Feynman integral of F.

The purpose of this paper is to find conditions of /x for which the 
analytic operator-valued Feynman integral J*(2가') exists.

2. Condition for the existence of analytic operator-valued 
Feynman integral.

In this section, we establish the existence theorem of the gener
alized analytic operator - valued Feynman integral under the some 
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conditions.

THEOREM 1. If S아 is bounded below, densely defined and closed, 
then there exist a unique, densely defined self-adjoint operator H(L 
which is bounded below and satisfies (H브= Efi(u,v) for all u 6 
D(I가1) andvGD(하)

PROOF. See[ 1 ] Theorem 2.6

For a > 0, and 沙 in S’ — S'，/ G Z?(X), set of all Borel functions 
on X, we set

/»OO
Ur"f(x) = Ex[[ a"*" 써 f{Xt}dA\]

provided the right hand side makes sense. When 沙 = m, we simply 
write U°心厂아 f for U}Uf.

Let us introduce the notation, for G S' — S', I가1 f(x) = Ex[e~A^ 
/(Xt)] provided the right hand side makes sense.

THEOREM 2. Let ILL E S — S. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent to each other.

(1) (하心 우가1) is lower semibounded
(2) (Pf )t>o is a strongly continuous semigroup on L2(X》m)
(3) There exists constants c and 0 such that

IIPf/11 ☆洪 Lf||L2(m),V/eL2(m)

(4) There exists cv > 0 such that

어개'(Z2(m)) C L2(m)

(5) Q『 is relatively form bounded with respect to (하+,27/l+) 

with bound < 1.
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Furthermore^ if any one of the above assertions holds, then the closed 
quadratic form 가1') corresponding to (Pf )qo is the largest closed 
quardratic form that is smaller than (£바 J가1).

PROOF. See [ 1 ] Theorem 4.1.

From now on, X is the Euclidean space R시 and m is a Lebesgue 
measure on If 쏘 is a function in Z2(Rrf, C), we denote by 砂i its 
real part and by 此 its imaginary part; i.e., *0 — V’l + 어》2

Theorem 3. Let S — S be such that

/7a+/'(r2(m)) C L2(m)

for some a > 0. Suppose that 8바 is closed. If we define Eg by

아 GM9) = 이?01〒1) + = 中2)+ d어(泊2,夕1) — 어(씨1~2)]

forall#>,<p 6 Z)(£;J +江)(에) C £2(Rrf,(C) ,then Eg is densely defined, 
bounded below and closed.

PROOF. Since L꾸어기'(£2(m)) Q from Theorem2, is

bounded below by A. It suffices to show that D(gf) is complete under 

the norm

II 씨H = \/아 (VW) + (—刀+ i)M2.

Let (V〉n) be a sequence in D(gg) such that |||｛스 一 씨m||| — 0 as 
n,m — oo. For each n, 새n = V〉n,i 十 씨.n,2 where ‘ln,i川n；2 are in
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1）（幻）. By the symmetry of 아,

IlhK — V〉m|||2

= g여 （jPn —•）새n — V’m ） 十 （一우4 十 1） |p0n — ||-

= 제（砂71,1 — <6/71,1/071,1 — 끼m,l） 十 제（V\i,2 — 砂m,2/0n,2 — V^m,》）

+ （ — 시 十 1）||仏,1 — 砂m,l ||2 + （―刀 十 1）||q5n,2 —

= €卜（시〉n,l — ?Am,1/071,1 — C’m,1） + （―刀 + l）||?An,l — 少77그,1||2

十 제C0n,2 — 川m,2 •）‘l/〉n,2 — V^m,』） 十 （ — 丄4 十 l）||'0n,2 — |P

= || |?An,l — ?Am,l || 十 II l?A그,2 — <〉in,2 || |三

Since || \^n — ||| —> 0, || |'0n,i — 새… || I —0 and || | 씨 n,2 — #수1,2 III — 0 .
Since E바 is closed, there exist , 此 G D시t） such that || ）^n）i —砂11| | — 
0 and |||砂n,2 — V시|| —누 0 as n —> oo. Since 0 = + 三 D（오g） and
IllV^n — 씨HI — 0 as n — oo, 리 is closed.

Let H11 be a self-adjoint operator given in Theorem 1. If we define 
on D（H門 + iD（H門 by 77치>i 十 z?》2）= 十 iH阿2, then 

Hq is a self-adjoint operator on Z）（£P） + iD（H^） C D（8g）.

THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3,

«Vw） = 아 （W

for all 사 e DW） and 中 e （敵）.

PROOF. By Theorem 1, there exist a unique densely defined self- 
adjoint operator H* which is bounded below and satisfies （乃*?》, ^） = 

昌,（VMP）f°r 시1 사 € D（H*） and（、p € （8으）. From the linearity of 
= €,（少, 竹） for 씨 = 씨i + % E D（H,） and （月 = （竹！ 十 

i（/）2 E D시'）• Using consequences [4,p322] of the first representation 
Theorem and the simple fact [5,p255] that two self-adjoint operators, 
one of which extends the other, are actually equal, H* =
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THEOREM 5. Let fl be as in Theorem 3. Then the analytic oper
ator valued Feynman integral exists and

가4) =

for all t £ R. Here is the self - adjoint operator corresponding to 
(어,").

PROOF. Since 가1) is a lower semibounded closed quadratic 
form, we have a self - adjoint operator H브 which satisfies (方d) = 

헤u,v). Then the semigroup I가1 is equal to the semigroup 
with generator 2가' so that for every。E L2(R#) and a.e. x E Rd,

e-"0(z) = 끼€-서(이)<》(W))].

From the Theorem 3, Theorem 4 and the linearity of Ex,

(e-zH『'0)(X)= 乃巾—서씨 (u?(i))]

for every 씨 E L2(R재, C).
It suffices to show that the operator-valued function A(f) = e~tHc 

is defined and strongly continuous for all t 6 C十 and is analytic in 
C十 . For notational simplicity, we let H = H_. Since H is bounded 
below , c『(7Y) C [M, +cxd) for some M > —oo. Here a아t) denotes 
the spectrum of 7《. Since the function gt : —» C defined by
gt(u) = e~~tu is a bounded function of u for any t 6 C-|_, =
A(t) = e—is defined and is a bounded linear operator on L2(Rd, C) 
for all t E C十 (see.e,g,[5,pp259-264]). Let {하} be a sequence in C十 

such that tn —> t. Then f7tn(《O —느 切(《0 for all u E cr(7Y). Further,

IKJI。。= <w{|gtn(X)l: 以 e 이X)}
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is bounded. Also — gt아’C） strongly, i.e., A（Zn） = e~tn7i —>
= A（Z） in the strong operator topology as n —今 oo.

To show that A（Z）= e~tH is analytic in《〕十, it suffices to show 
that for every 씨,（月 € £2（8乂, €〔）, （e~“乃느》, q?） is analytic in C十. We fix 
<p E L2（Rd,C） and we may as well even assume that ||（긔| = 1. Let P 
be the spectral measure associated with The measure 供中中 defined 
for any Borel subset B of R by ^（B） = （（月, P（B）（方） is a probability 
measure such that ,z（竹竹（cr（?Y）） = 1. Further, by the spectral theorem,

（e“"저이, （月） = / e—tudi』^y（u）= / e~tu 
』파 J M

Since『버 is strongly continuous in 《〕十, it certainly follows that 
（e"거凡（竹,（才） is continuous in C十 . For any simple closed contour in
c+,

g（e“" 外오）心（e~t7i（、p, <p） dt. = / [ / e~tu d內시아）] dt

e—tu dt] di&yju）

By the Morera’s theorem, （e""'九夕, （月） is analytic in C_|_. By a po
larization argument, （e—"仁0,（月） is analytic in C_|_ for every 砂,（方 £

£2（R《C）.
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